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Seize the destiny that was
promised by prophecy. From
the lands of the past, where
there is mystery and intrigue,
an enlightened hero will rise.
Bring order to a world
brimming with conflict, and
achieve the destiny that was
promised by prophecy. The
prophecy said: "A pillar of fire
rises from a shattered realm. A
hero will be born in the flames
and look upon the world with
sharp eyes. He will be known
as the savior of the people,
and his strength will bring a
true peace. The flame the hero
sees shall bring
enlightenment, and a curse
shall befall those who oppose
the savior. He will become the
savior's sword. The path to the
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savior will be fraught with
strife. The sword will cut, and
the savior will bring order to a
land in turmoil." The Lands
Between You are a human who
lived as a light elf in the once-
great Elden Empire. You have
received a prophecy that you,
a human who lived as a light
elf in the once-great Elden
Empire, are destined to be the
savior. You must draw strength
from the dark lands and
journey to the lands of light,
and in that journey you will
find your way. The hero's
quest begins. The beginning of
your story awaits you. Your
legend will be born in the
Lands Between. Upcoming
Features: Introducing NEW
Guided Missions. Certain tasks
will be given to you from the
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guiding voice of the game's
story and NPC's. Battle them,
or complete your tasks, and
complete quests! (More details
will be available after release)
Upcoming Features: You will
encounter new NPCs on your
journey. They will give you
quests. Complete them, and
earn gold to develop your
characters. Upcoming
Features: NEW skill trees. You
can develop skills by selecting
from the skills shown in skill
trees. Upcoming Features:
Character Classes will receive
new skills to change their
magic power and attack
ability. DESIGN FEATURES:
INTELLIGENT AI WILL
APPROACH YOU. You need to
make an important decision in
your game. You will be able to
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make important decisions that
will affect the outcome of your
battle. A dynamic battle
system. Several aspects that
allow for tight management of
battle, including those of the
AI's formations and strategies,
have been incorporated. Three
maps with different designs
have been

Features Key:
Titanium handcrafted world.
Access to the action with intuitive play controls.
Vast world where discovering new things await you.
Online and asynchronous gameplay.
RPG of the end of times.

Elden Ring key features:

A True RPG of the End of Days.
Create a character and develop it into a mighty Lord.
A Vast World where everything is possible.
High-Speed Exciting Action.
Incredible Graphics.

Features of Elden Ring:

High Quality 2D Free-Style Adventure.
Complex World where an Adventure Torn By Violence.
Addressing the demands of both hardcore RPG fans and new RPG players
who wish to explore the way of the legendary fantasy, such as Ivalice, the
anime title such as is part of the fandom.
Even Time & Space travel with a wide range of dungeons and a nonlinear
story.
Play as a Knight, a Bear, a Dragon, or a Giant.
New & engaging battle system that combines fast-paced action with
character-appropriate, high-control elements, such as the ability to
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counter, improve, use items, and seamlessly perform combo skills.
Options to both develop the character and enjoy the story with the ability
to switch in and out at any time and select the area where you wish to
begin play.
Various weapon systems and a wide range of magic to provide a variety of
play options for users.
Players can freely customize their character's appearance according to
their taste.

Reputation Points & the Game Flow:

Reputation Points (RP) also known as points appear in the world. With
points, your character will be evaluated and ranked.
The 

Elden Ring (April-2022)

?” I definitely recommend the
game to anyone seeking an
action RPG that does not
require tedious grinding.” ?” A
good game with a lot of depth,
promising a sequel after they
add the online functions. This
is definitely a must-have game
for action RPG fans.” ?” ?”
Interesting and unique
gameplay. It goes beyond a
standard action RPG.” ?” A
splendid game with interesting
story and soundtracks, lots of
exciting battle scenes, and
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more.” ?” The game is an easy
to understand action RPG with
a very interesting world.” ?” I
recommend that everyone,
even those who have never
played an RPG before, try the
game.” ?” It’s a masterpiece of
a game that I would definitely
suggest to RPG fans.” ?” The
game provides enough game
fun for action RPG lovers.” ?”
Tarnished has an amazing
battle engine. The battle is top
notch and the game world is
incredible and you can expect
a sequel.” ?” Players will enjoy
all of the game elements, from
the awesome story to the fun
gameplay.” ?” The artwork is
marvelous and the music is
also great.” ?” This is an action
RPG that goes beyond simple
RPG mechanics.” ?” A game
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that I would recommend to
everyone even if you have
never played an RPG before.”
?” The game has a great sense
of scale and dimension.” ?” I
won’t spoil the game for you. If
you’re looking for fun
gameplay with unique boss
fights, Tarnished will not
disappoint you.” ?” It’s a great
action RPG that even non-RPG
fans will be able to enjoy.” ?”
At its core, this is an action
RPG that can be played
without having any prior
experience with that genre. I
recommend it to anyone
looking for a fantasy RPG with
a highly interactive combat
system.” ?” It’s the first game
of its genre, which has
bff6bb2d33
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MORE INFODETAILS RISE,
TARNISHED is a fantasy action
RPG game that was developed
by Xseed Games Inc. in
collaboration with Marvelous
AQL, with characters and
settings drawn from Japanese
mythology and classic folklore.
On June 2, 2011, RISE,
TARNISHED was released in
Japan. It is scheduled for
release in the Americas in
Summer 2012. Playable
characters are: Elden Lord
Belthasar Elden Lord Gernal
Elden Lord Kurma Elden Lord
Mahrune Elden Lord Rackham
Elden Lord Renn Elden Lord
Ruben Elden Lord San Elden
Lord Xian CHARACTER
PROFILES The Elden Lord:
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Belthasar An exceptional man,
known by the name Belthasar,
he has mastered the powers of
the Elden Ring as a warrior,
which gives him the agility of
an eagle, and the strength of a
lion. He runs a farm for
farming which produces
delicious food. He never fails
to protect what he has
created. BELTHASAR comes
from a family of heroes. His
grandfather and father both
were already heroes who
overcame adversity, and who
led the family to live as free
people. By respecting the
wishes of his family, Belthasar
has chosen the path of the
hero. He aspires to lead the
family farms and keep them
alive, and also to find and gain
the answer to the lost artifact
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of his tribe. His difficult trials
will bring him closer to the
inheritance he has been
seeking. Gernal Elden Lord
Gernal is a majestic man who
has come to power after the
death of his father. He spends
his time scheming and
plotting, always dreaming of
something he could not do. He
has one of the strongest
fighting abilities of the Elden
Ring. He has many men at his
disposal, but they do not like
him. He fears the future as
much as he desires it.
Although he has the power to
end the world many times
over, he sometimes cannot
bring himself to do it. This man
is a monster in disguise. This a
fantasy game, but the real-life
name of Gernal is Yoshio
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Mikami. He is a Japanese
writer who is famous for his
mainstream fantasy and
science fiction, but behind it all
there is the gem of'mega
jokes' on his books. He is a big
fan

What's new:

View the screenshots:< /b>
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